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Saku Hana

Saku Hana is a player character played by Ametheliana.

Saku Hana

Species & Gender: NH-29 Female
Year of Birth: YE 08
Organization: None
Occupation: Civilian

Rank: None
Current Placement: Anticipating Deployment 1)

Physical Description

Though Hana wasn't born a Neko, nor a girl, she now inhabits a military-grade Nekovalkyrja body. Her
body is one that was sold to her by the On'nin Ikemen - 隠人イケ面. It was quite expensive, one of the
more costly bodies the Ikemen sell, as it is free of all of the dysfunctions the bodies will have present. In
two rare instances, she has lost the ability to have inertial control and has fallen, but those were the only
times in which the faultiness of the Ikemen product has shown itself.

She is now slim and lacks curves, whereas before she was quite a hefty man that had several facets of
his Human body that couldn't properly fit into most clothing. Now, she fits into size small shirts, an A-cup
bra, and size 0 pants, skirts, and dresses. She is just under five feet and weighs 90 pounds, with the
typical three fingers and thumb of an NH-29. She has a typical narrow mouth, very angular and pointed
face, with striking almond shaped light blue eyes that match her long, straight hair.

She has a tattoo on her left lower back that covers her serial number and manufacturer. It is of a
blooming sakura flower with shading perfectly placed to cover up the once-descriptive information that
was placed there.
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Personality

Saku Hana has nuances about her that have been resolved with the change to a new body. For instance,
she was once moody and temperamental. No more. She was once capable of insult and that, too, is no
more. She was once a very different person. That person is brought out only infrequently now that she
has a new body and a new way of life.

When a human male, Saku Hana got along with her parents quite well. So much so that they would
lavishly dote on her and treat her as a valued member of their family. Despite this, she would sometimes
show them her angry, easy-to-upset side. They let the storms rage and pass without incident, though.

Now, she is a happy-go-lucky young-looking and youthfully spirited Neko girl with the ability to have to
her a charm and thoughtfulness, though she can grow quite stern and serious when discussing matters of
importance.

History

Saku Hana was born in YE 08 in the city of Kyoto, Yamatai (Planet) to a male, human body. Her parents
were well-off and enjoyed the finer things in life, as she did. So when she asked for a favor when she was
30, they obliged. The favor was to get a new, Neko body and the price was high. They were happy to help
her transfer bodies by way of the Ikemen that sold semi-functional Neko bodies for high prices. She
changed her name from Sukayama Hirochi II to Saku Hana, meaning blooming flower.

As Hana's parents were in the profitable business of working for bank conglomerates, they set aside quite
a bit for Hana when they died. Which happened in a tragic motorway accident a year after she had come
into her new body. Hana took it out of stocks and spent the money quickly, though, and soon found
herself needing fast cash to stay afloat. She couldn't do much in the way of jobs and found a directory of
places hiring. The Anbruch stood out to her and she followed that lead, reaching out to Tanja Dunst.

She was aboard the Wayward for a time until she became a citizen of Nepleslia.

Skills

Technology Operation: Hana is an excellent VCE player and can entertain herself for hours at a
time playing games in virtual reality.
Communications: Hana can write and speak Trade and Yamataigo as well as operate most any
communication device found on Yamatai.
Knowledge: Saku Hana has excellent working knowledge of the laws of Yamatai.
Entertainment: Since she enjoys her body so thoroughly, she likes others to enjoy it, too. She is a
skilled dancer for this motive.
Physical: Very much an enthusiast for gymnastics, now, in her new body, Hana has taken lessons in
the sport and can do several feats of balance, flexibility, strength, control, and endurance. She likes
cartwheeling, backflips, and floor routines.
Culinary: Quite the excellent baker and chef, Hana is happy and very willing to fill the role of cook
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when meal times come around. Her favorites to make are burgers, steaks, pastries, pies, cakes,
fried rice, fish such as salmon and sides such as broccolini, mashed potatoes, dumplings, wontons,
salads, and more.
Art and Vocations: A voracious eater of anime and manga, Saku Hana has picked up a few things
when it comes to drawing and can make a good drawing, though none of her work is that great and
she tends to lean towards something of a less polished style and more so something that looks like
it was more fun to create than look at.
Mathematics: Her upbringing led her to see a private tutors instead of attend public school and she
learned quite a bit from them. She could easily keep the books of any small business, though her
personal money management is not so hot.

Social Connections

Hana is connected to:

Sukayama Hirochi (Father, deceased)
Sukayama Airi (Mother, deceased)

Inventory & Finance

Saku Hana has the following:

Shoes, 18 pair
Skirts, 20
Shirts, 30
Pants, 4
Dresses, 80
Stocking, tights, and Socks, 100 pair
Pantsu, 25
Hair accessories, various
Suitcases, four
Manga collection
Figurines of famous princesses and actresses, including Kotori and Hanako.
Masturbatory device

Saku Hana currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case ametheliana becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO
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Not really deployment, just placement
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